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Every Snowflake is Different 
So is Every Person 
•  You alone are the sole 

holder of your DNA, 
your fingerprint, voice 
print, iris print. 

•  You are a unique bundle 
of behaviors, 
preferences, attitudes, 
interests, opinions, 
friendships, family 
relationships and even 
physical qualities.  



Target Marketing 
•  Group like-minded, like-behaving 

people together in segments 

•  AIO: attitude, interests and opinions 
matter.  

•  Example: 3 vegetarians with 3 
different reasons for avoiding meat – 
might be 3 different segments for a 
food company 



Mass Marketing 
•  One size never fits all and rarely fits 

most 

•  Don’t be an age-ist, occupation-ist, 
income-ist or you’ll miss opportunities 

•  Seek out AIO: attitudes, interests and 
opinions as segmentation variables 



Five Types of Needs 
•  Stated 

•  Real 

•  Unstated 

•  Delight 

•  Secret! 



True Drivers = Bullseye 
•  Segmentation reveals 

lucrative drivers and 
accelerates purchasing 
behavior 



Cascade of Actions 
•  Sell or sell more 

•  Upsell  

•  Identify prospects 

•  Qualify prospects 

•  Product/Service Development 

•  Powerful messaging 

•  Increase revenue and profits 



Segment: Shared AIO and Needs 
•  Product form competition?  

 Safety v. Performance? 

 

•  Budget Competition:  
 car or home improvement? 



The Demon of Demographics 
•  If census data was enough: Charles and Mick would be the same man 



What a Segment Really Looks Like 



Descriptive Names 
for Segments 
•  Pick out the most compelling qualities  

•  Go long if one word won’t cover it 

•  “Me-first, freedom loving, thrill-seeking but 
work is still a priority”  

•  “Food adverturist with allergies, on a 
budget” 

•  “Ecology-minded vegan frequent fliers 



Understanding = Trusted Advisor 
•  Many B2C consumers are alone – 

and desire personalized, sensitive 
customer care 

•  Some B2C consumers have a 
buying group that includes their 
children 

•  B2B customers worry about making 
a mistake, negatively impacting 
their operations 

•  B2I (institution) customers are 
frustrated because change is at a 
glacial pace 



CRM: The Big Data Dip into History 
•  Companies have lots of data to 

interpret – but often fail to mine for 
analysis 

•  Predicting a change in behavior 
based on a change in lifestyle, 
organizational structure and other 
factors may be the easiest thing to 
overlook 

•  The competition will go after your 
customers if you don’t 



Segmentation’s Effect on Your Firm 
Meaningful segments from the aggregation of data: 

•  Purchasing power analysis.  

•  Demand analysis 

•  Sales forecast  

 

Augment your company data with data aggregators to get 

 -  Purchase history 

-  Search history 

-  Behavior of their friends from social media 

-  Downloading, viewing or reading habits 

-  Time spent on relevant material   



Review Great Samples and Practice! 
•  Irish Convenience Food Case 

•  Chilpolte 

•  Haagen-Daz 

•  Seat Automotive 

 

Assignment: Mio Culture segments 

Practice on your friends and family! 


